New Life for Old Machines!
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Why should you
consider having your
machine rebuilt?
If your machine has proven itself on the job for years and you feel it’s
reaching the end of its useful life, consider these reasons to rebuild it:
• Caterpillar machines are built to be rebuilt. They’re deliberately
designed from the ground up to keep going long after competitive
machines are done. We have the people, the expertise, the facilities,
and the equipment to breathe new life into that old machine!
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• Rebuilding your machines allows you to maximize the investment
you’ve made in your equipment.
• Puckett Machinery has a proven track record for taking tired old Cat
machines and turning them into like-new workhorses again. We’ve
successfully rebuilt a great many dozers, skidders, scrapers, loaders,
and more. And those rebuilt machines are out there every day, hard
at work.

Common questions
and answers about
machine rebuilds
Q What exactly does a machine rebuild include?
A That’s the best part about a Puckett Machinery rebuild! You make the

decision about how much or how little to rebuild. You can choose to restore
the entire machine to like new condition or you might decide to only
rebuild the power train. It’s your choice!

Q What kind of warranty will I receive with a Puckett Machinery rebuild?
A During the first 90 days following your rebuild, travel time and mileage are

covered, plus you get 6 month parts and labor warranty on all components
and a 3 year/5,000 hour warranty on your power train.

Q Is a machine rebuild a good idea for all size machines?
A We generally recommend rebuilding medium to larger-size machines like
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525s and up, 320s and higher, 950s and larger, and D6s and up. These sizes
are the most cost effective size machines to rebuild.

Q When is the best time to consider a rebuild for my machine?
A There are several important factors to consider. The best way to make this

decision about a particular machine is to consult with your Parts and Service
Sales Representative, who’s an expert in helping with this kind of decision.

Q How much does a Puckett Machinery rebuild cost?
A This depends largely on just how comprehensive your machine’s rebuild is.
As a general rule of thumb, a machine rebuild will cost around 50% of the
new machine sale price.
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